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This you will learn:
• How to make the perfect positive in Photoshop for printing on film or directly on the plate
• How to prepare the photopolymer plate for exposure and etching
• How to find the optimal UV exposure times of the aquatint screen and the digital positive
• How to etch the photopolymer plate in water
• How to harden, handle and print the photopolymer plate in black and white and in duotone
This is an instruction manual about photogravure using TOYOBO photopolymer plates. The manual
guides you step by step through the entire process, from your first idea of making a photogravure
to the final print. Along the way, I discuss the importance of choosing the right positive film, the
right printer model, and the significance of the various UV light sources.
In a separate chapter I review the handmade positive for both intaglio printing and relief printing. Here you will get good advice for choosing the best wash and drawing medias, and you will
get a unique recipe for making the most beautiful toner washes.
In Appendix I, I discuss the installation of RIP software for respectively Windows and Mac, and in
Appendix II, I review the entire printing process from preparing the etching ink and paper to the
finishing of the final intaglio print.
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